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Two Big Treats Await Fans
Al Jaycees Basketball Game
Fulton sports fans have two
wonderful treats in store for them
. . . one takes place tonight, February 13 and the other will be
permanent beginning next football season.
The treat tomorrow night comes
when the members of the Fulton
Junior Chamber of Commerce
take on the members of the
Union City Junior Chamber of
Commerce in a big basketball tilt
that one member says will be a
"surprisingly interesting basketball match." Local Jaycee members advise that it will be far
from a "creak and groan' affair
because there's lots of sprint left
in the "young fellers".
The other permanent treat is
the huge football scoreboard that
will be placed sit Memorial Sta-
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diurn to which proceeds from toThe • - ina
The Hub of the
morrow's game will be designated
Illinois Central System
Capital of the World"
for the payment of the board.
The board, about eight feet tall
and fourteen feet wide is of the Volume Twenty-Se
ven
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, February 13,
latest design and so modern that
1958
Number Seven
one member of the local Jaycee
group said that it "almost tells
the spectators of the anticipated
player substitutions."
Every sports fan in the Fulton
and South Fulton area is urged
(and they really ought to) attend
the game tonight (Thursday) to
support the Jaycees in this most
Services To Be
Clinton Duet To
worthwhile project. Everybody
will benefit from the game toFebruary 21 At
Give Concert For
night except possibly the Jaycees
Methodist Church
1958 Heart Fund
. who are taking an awful
Fulton churches will unite next
chance attempting all the exertion
Music
especially for your heart
week in observance of the World
Women's organizations always need money and merthat comes with a strenous basDay of Prayer. This year's ser- . . . will be played at the South
ketball game.
Fulton
gym
when
local
music
chants
are always on the look-out for a sales stimulant
vice will be held at 10:00 a. in.
Friday, February 21, at First lovers will get t o hear The
. . . so with this in mind Radio Station WFUL is today
Methodist Church, with the theme Tonettes, an outstanding team of
announcing its $3,000 Community Club Award proof the hour-long program entitled musicians from Clinton, Ky. The
Tonettes, appropriately named,
gram. "The Bread of Life".
Its moving day for the PepsiInvitations have been sent to nearly 150 women's orWorld Day of Prayer is inter- are stars of radio and television
--jottings from
and will present the concert in Cola plant and Charles
denominational and world-wide
Reams ganizations in a radius of 20 miles of Fulton to
the
interest
attend
of
the
1958
Heart
and his staff of workers couldn't
in scope, and is always observed
be any happier than a bride mov- a coffee party at the Woman's Club on Tuesday, Februthe first Friday in Lent. The day Fund.
Mrs. Brownie Burkett and Miss ing into her new home.
ary 18, at ten a. m. The program will be fully explainis set aside to join all Christians
Forrest McAlister
in a bond of prayer and to make Janice Walker compose the TonetThe beautiful new brick Pepsi- ed to the women's organizations at that time.
an offering for Christian missions tes duet and appearing with them Cola plant in Highlands is one of
And Missouri Man
Joseph B. Matthews, president gram, by any club, large or small,
will be outstanding young sing- Kentucky's most modern and
at home and abroad.
ef- of Community Clubs will arrive is assurance that they will add
To Have Hearing
The first prayers of the day ers and instrumentalists.
ficient bottling plants and is a
in Fulton from New York on money to their club treaaury.
No admission will be charged credit to the industrial
Missouri Trooper Vernon Hop- will rise from the congas, west
environ- Monday to be present at the Cof- This is due to the fact that there
for
the
concert,
but
a
free
will
of
the
International
kins and Forrest McAlister, Fulment of Fulton.
Date Line,
fee Party and to explain the. pro- is no canvassing, no sales effort,
ton insurance salesman, will face when dawn breaks on February offering will be taken and all
Last Saturday was the last day
-,.....
proceeds
will
go
to
this
yeer's that delicious Pepsi-Cola was gram to the large representation no unusual or strenuous activity
examining trials on charges of 21st. As the sun continues its
Believe me, threre's nothing voluntary manslaughter February course, an ever-widening arc of Heart Fund Drive. Listen to music manufactured in the old head- of women who will be on hand. is required to participate. No
organization will be asked to enlike having a news story happen 17 in McCracken County Court in praying groups carry the spirit especially for your heart on Feb- quarters in down-town Fulton.
Station Manager Jo Westphel- dorse any product,
nor will any
right in your front yard, but oh Paducah.
of faith, brotherhood, and love ruary 20 at the South Fulton gym. Monday all equipment was mov- ing said that the response to the
organization be tied-in commermy, what a news story. A story
across
Asia, Africa, Europe, the
invitations sent out and the inter- cially with any firm
ed into the new plant.
Hopkins and McAlister were
or product.
elsewhere in the News tells you served with
Charles Reams, manager and est already shown in the program
warrants last Friday Americas, and the intervening
Community Club Awards has
about the accident that occurred following
Island
groups.
The
day
been
tremendous
has
will
close
and
a
succo-owner of the plant said that
an inquest into the
been sponsored in many communlast week on the premises of the death of
while the environment for the cessful campaign is surely in the ities in America with amazing
Miss Jewell English, 23, with the prayer-chain still unradio station and I am grateful during the
broken,
with
the
final
offing.
invocation
bottling works is new and wonhunt for one of the
results on the part of the clubs
prayerful that althouigh abductors of
and
derful, that Pepsi-Cola still has
a Missouri trooper. to be voiced on St. Lawrence
WFUL points out that every and the participating sponsors.
Mary Jo and R. Paul are still
Island
in the Bering Sea.
The six-man coroner's jury dethat new and incomparable flavor. organization will be given an op- Radio Station WFUL feels privilsuffering from aches and bruises, clined to name
All Christians of Fulton are ineither man ias the
Smith Atkins, local banker and portunity to add a substantial eged that it has been given the
and unless any unforeseen com- one who fired the
fatal shot. vited to attend this service of
civic leader is a senior partner in sum of money to its treasura, at exclusive opportunity in this area
Public Relations
plications arise, they are feeling Both admitted
prayer
and
dedication
next
week.
firing at the car
the firm.
no cost. Participation in the pro- to sponsor the program.
better. Little "Tiny" McIntyre, in which she
Office Is Created
was a passenger
the most seriously Injured of the as it drove
away from a roadAt City National
six occupants of the car is in the block at 1 a.
m. last Monday a
Baptist Hospital in Memphis and week ago.
In a meeting which reviewed
is under the care of specialists.
the most successful year of its
The roadblock was set up in
sixty years in banking, the stockan effort to catch Carl Burton,
Next Monday morning at nine by the Rotarians in the down- attempt to focus attention on next
All of us will be a long time 24, who was reported
holders of the City National Bank
fleeing on
overcoming the shock and the
last week created a new office o'clock at the Derby Cafe Fulton's town business district while Mrs. Monday's drive will have two
•
•
anguish that we suffer as a reof vice-president in charge of annual Girl Scout Drive will get Glynn Bushart has named other programs on Friday on which
sult of the accident. Take it from
A lawsuit for ULM agehtst
Tiny McIntyre And
charge of public relations. The on its way with a "kick-off" workers for the residential dis- will appear local Girl Scout leadme when you rush out to the a atiastouri Mate trooper and
new post goes to Parks Weaks, breakfast for all workers and tricts. Monday's drive will be con- ers. On the "My Fair Lady" proWestpheling Children
scene of an accident, where an two other men allegedly inone of Fultoe's most prominent leaders. Sponsored this year by ducted in the City of Fulton pro- gram five scout leaders will apInjured In Wreck
automobile is sneaking, and a volved in the roadblock slaying
and outstanding young business- the Fulton Rotary Club a goal per and the immediate area a- pear and then on "High Time"
of $2,000 has been set for the round the city.
the student program at four
truck is turned over on its side of Miss Jewell English early
Rosetta "Tiny" McIntyre, 11, men.
county.
In cannisters placed at the Ful- o'clock five other leaders and
and you hurry to help the vic- February 3 was filed Friday daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. McActive in all civic affairs and
Appointed by Rotary president ton basketball game on Tuesday
tims, it isn't easy to find that afternoon in McCracken Circuit Intyre is recovering from major a director
three scouts will appear.
of the Fulton-South
the victims are children, and most Court
surgery performed at the Baptist Fulton Chamber. of Commerce, to supervise the drive is Paul of this week a total of $25 was
Fulton's Girl Scout pram is
of all that two a them belong
The wit was filed a few Mind Ndispital in Memphis on Tuesday. Mr. Weeks is a director of Ful- Westpheling. Don Sensing. Al collected. Other projects will be
to you.
tes before the start of an In- Tiny was seriously injured last ton's oldest banking institution. Owens, Paul Hornbeak and J. R. planned to implement the busi- one of the most active in West
ness and residential solicitations. Kentucky and growing with each
wood into the death of the 23- Thursday afternoon when a trail- Mr. Weaks is associated in busi- Hogan.
Solicitations will be conducted
Radio Station WFUL, in an year.
It is an experience that I never year-old Paducah girl.
er truck struck an automobile ness with his father, Leslie
want to experience again regardDefendants are Trooper Ver- driven by Bob Hyland when he Weaks, and his uncle, Louis
less 'of the victims, and what is non Hopkins, Forrest McAlister was making a left turn inte the Weeks, in the opreation of the P.
more !wither will any of the and Charles King. McAlister station's driveway.
H. Weeks and Sons Department
persons who were involved in and King, both of Fulton, are
Others injured in the accident Store.
the wreck. It is difficult to estiwere Mary Jo Westpheling, 8, and
N. G. Cooke is President of the
mate the harm and the fear that
•
R. Paul Westpheling, 10, children bank, Clyde P. Williams, Sr. Ex•
•
•
such an experience inculcates in
foot from the farmhouse near of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westphel- ecutive Vice-President and Cashthe minds of little children and
Melber where he and Harold ing. As a result of the accident ier, Bertes Pigue, Assistant CashOn next Sunday, February 16th,
Gordon Baird of Fulton has
I can only pray that we can
Wayne Davis had held as hos- Mary Jo was thrown from the ier, and John Daniels, Assistant at 2:15 p. m. there will be a young
been named chairman of the 1958
banish the memory from their
car
and
received
cuts
glad
bruises
Cashier.
The
Mrs.
Directors
Landrum
of
the
To
Continued on Page Five
people's meeting at the Central
Easter Seal Appeal for crippled
minds.
and suffered from shoat. R. Paul bank are N. G. Cooke, Clyde P. Church of Christ for all the
children in Fulton County, it has
Speak At Palestine
received a deep gash on the head Williams, Sr., L. F. Burke, Leslie young people in Fulton and in
been announced by 0. L. McMay I take this opportunity to
On February 17
requiring four stitches.
H. Weeks, Joe D. Davis, Clyde this area. Young people will lead
Elroy, Eminence, state chairman.
thank all of you from the bottom
Alson in the car but not in- P. Williams, Jr., and Parks the songs. lead the prayers and
Mrs. W. B. Landrum, field Mr. Baird has served as chairof our hearts for your sincere
jured were two other children, Weeks.
read the scripture.
worker with the Woman's Divi- man since 1955. Warren AnderInterest in the welfare of all the
Kathy Hyland and Jerry McThe officers of the bank report
There will be five ten minute sion of Christian Service, will be son is treasurer.
victims of that accident. Nothing,
Intyre.
the year of 1957 to have been one
in the Paris District of the Methbut nothing, helps so much as
Dates for the 1958 campaign
Mr. Hyland was driving the of the best in it's 60 years of ser- talks by five Gospel Preachers odist
Church this month.
followed by a round table disAn interesting program is in children to the radio station and
knowing that good friends share
have been set for March 10
vice
to
the community, with total cussion with questions coming
with you the horrible anguish store for members of the South had made a left turn into the
Woman's Societies of Christian through April 6. During that
that results from such an inci- Fulton P-TA when Mrs. Eugene station driveway when the truck Resources of $4,515,052.05. The from the audience.
Service of the Martin area and period Easter Seals will be mailbank
Deposits
shows
of
$4,187,dent. I can say without any re- Bard will be program chairman struck the automoible broadside.
Every young person in ,this half the Murray area will hear ed to 400,000 Kentuckians togeth121.94.
servation that neither I, nor the for a Founder's Day observance.
area is invited to attend this Mrs. Landrum at the Palestine er with a letter requesting conThe car was knocked onto the
children, could have come through
The program will be held to- lawn in front of the station and
meeting from 2:15 to 4:00 p. in. Church February 17 where Mrs. tributions to further the work of
The parents are urged to come Landrum will be the guest speak- the Kentucky Society for Cripthese horrible events without day (Thursday) at 2:30 p. m. and the truck overturned, pinning
knowing that all of you were all members are urged to attend. the driver, Robert Eugene Wilso that they may better under- er.
pled Children.
stand their young people.
there to help when we needed Mrs. Bard has made many pre- liams, Memphis, in the cab. He
The meeting will begin at 9:30
During 1957 direct aid was
parations for the program, which was assisted from the cab by a
you the most.
Next Sunday at 9:00 a. m. and a. m., and will adjourn at 2:30 given to a total of 3,066 physicalis
promises to be one of the most passing physician. Williams, who
10:50 a. in. Mr. Oliver Cunning- p. m. Those attending are asked ly handicapped children by the
Continued on Page Sight
ham will preach on the subject, to bring their Bibles, as well as Society. An additional 6,944 rePaul will return this week-end outstanding of the year.
"Campus Lights", Murray State "Our Young People."
from Camp Gordon, Georgia
a sack lunch. The host church ceived indirect help from the
College nautical variety show will
At the 9:00 a. m. service Joe will provide drinks.
where he has been for the past
Society in cooperation with such
be presented Feb. 13, 14, 15. This Gambill will lead the singing, at
two weeks on active duty with
Mrs. Virgil Davis, sub-district agencies as the Kentucky Cripwill
twenty-first
year
be
of
the
Corps.
Training
10:50
Jones
a.
m.
and at 7:00 leader, will preside. Mrs. Leslie pled Children Ciammission and
Bill
the Army Reserve
the shaars produttion.
p. m. Avon French.
I laughingly called myself putNugent is president of the Pal- the State Department of Educa"Lights"
uses as a
This laar's
ting out the paper during his
estine Society.
tion.
theme two young, hopeful musiabsence, and if I wanted to, I
cans who have come to Las Vegas
could use three column of this
In audition for a super extravaissue correcting all the mistakes
ganza, which will be produced
that were in the paper last week.
in one of the lush clubs there.
Perhaas the most confused people
Played by Sammie Orr of Rock
of ali were our subscribers in the
Hill, S. C. and Nancy Adams of
One and All Club where we were
Fire-cured and dark air-cured
the guests recently at their
Bear! Darnell, superintendent of Fulton County Fulton, the two meet at the train tobacco growers of Fulton County
kindred
they
Being
souls,
station.
periodic birthday supper. We had Schools told the News on
Wednesday that he had no are immediately attracted to each were reminded today about the
the cut lines on two of the piccomment
to
make
regarding
the request by the school other, decide to see the town, fall referenda to be held Tuesday,
tures so transposed that even the
February 18, 1958, on marketing
people in the pictures had trouble board members that he resign his position. He told the in love, hold a successful audi- quotas for the next three years.
tion, go to a Vegas desert party
knowh,g who they were.
News editor that his decision not to resign has not been
where they announce their en- Roy Bard, Chairman of the Agri"Swift & Company's cheese fac- Swift's faith in the Fulton area's
altered.
gagement,
and then leave on a cultural Stabilization and ConAs if that wasn't enough I had
tory, now under construction at economic outlook," he said.
Committee,
servation
said
that
Asked if there were any new developments in the honeymoon to the well wishes of
continuations designated for one
notices of individual farm acre- Fulton, should be completed and
Swift has been a business citipage when they were actually on matter he said: "I am busy at my job and haven't had their new friends.
age allotments are being mailed in production by April 1," A. B. zen of Fulton, operating eonai
another page. And Mary-Nelle
to farm operators in advance of Thacker, Manager, said today.
time to find out if there were any new developments."
ously since 1929, when a creamWright, will never forgive us for
the referenda. In this way, farm"Operation of the cheese plant ery, poultry, and egg pant wav
saying in her Diary lead, "her
The school bdard in calling for
The board voted 5-2 last Friers will know how the quotas will mean farmers in the Fulton opened at the present sin.. About
subconscious head." It should day night during a stormy four- Darnell's resignation recited three
they are voting on would affect area will have a new and expand- twenty-five years age, ice cream
have been 'her subconscious hour session, to call for the oi- specific charges against him.
their individual farming opera- ed market for whole milk," manufacturing was starred .1t the
heard" sounds of a plane, etc. perintencient'c resignation. DarA resolution charged that he
Mayor Milburn Gardner Sr. of tions for 1958.
Thacker said.
plant.
Marykidded
While we have
nell reelied that he had I con- is given to outbursts of temper Martin died late Saturday at his
A seperate marketing quota reThe Swift manager added that
the linatpye machine trnct running until June 1960 and when the board disagrees with home after an illness of six ferendum is being held on the the high level of whole milk proNee
Thacker said the cheef<. oneraknew what it was saying, we do ineieated he intended to serVe his plans, that he has been guilt" months. He was 69.
same day for five-cured and dark duction in this territory was a tion is a natural outgroditi of
apologize for the embarrassing out the full time.
of "faLsfyire and matrepresentServicea were at 2 p. m. Mon- air-cured tobacco.
major factor in the decision to the changing production picture
typrorraphical error that crept
A contravergy between factiora Mg" minutes of the monthly day at First Baptist Church MarPolling places for the referenda, start cheese operations. He stated in the Fulton area. "By shit ing
Maryrhetoric.
spark!ing
into her
of the board of educatinn has hoard meetings "creellhiting a tin. The Rev. Charles A. Wing() which will be open from 8 a. in. the production of cheese will be operations to conform to the sumpNeils aidn't reaate the error flneea freapiently since the con- breach of trust," and that he has and Dr. H. H. Roden officiated. to 7:00 p in. have been designat- primarily natural cheddar type. ply of whole milk, Swift
until she was reading the diary selidaVon of the Hickman city admitted at previous meetings Burial was in Eaat Side Cemetery ed as follows"We believe the new construc- to continue to give maxi:num herarul s-re 1%1iihely and Pillion County school sys- that he did not intend to co- with W. W. Jones & Sons Funerover lac..mom."
Vsughan's Grocery, Intersec- tion and installation of equipmeet vice to farmers and (e'en.
Coettnee4 on Pato Pne
temr two years ago.
Cunanued on Page Sight
tion of Highway 51 and 94.
al Monte in charge.
for cheesemaking demonstrates he added.

Fulton Churches Music Especially
Will Unite For For Your Heart WFUL To Sponsor $3,000 Program For
World Prayer Day.To Be By Tonettes Women's Organizations In Fulton

Area; Coffee Party To Kick-Off Plan
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Same Delicious flavor
But New Building
For Pepsi-Cola

Local Man Faces
Charges In Death
Of Miss English
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Park Weaks Is
Named To New
Banking Office

1

Accident Victim
Operated On In
Memphis Tuesday

Girl Scouts To Start Fund Drive Monday

Church of Christ
Will Hold Meeting
For Young People

Field Worker For
Christian Service
To Be In County

Gordon Baird Again
To Serve County As
Easter Seal Leader

Mrs. Eugene Bard
Is Program Leader
For South Fulton PTA

Fulton's Own Nancy
Is Star Of Annual
"Campus Lights

uarnen neiuses 10 nesign;
StokesDropped ByBoardIn
Stormy School Controversy

Tobacco- Growers
Reminded Of Vote
For 1958 Quotas

Cheese Factory For Swift
Is Outgrowth Of Changing
Picture, Thacker Reveals

Mayor Gardner
Dies Al Martin
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Fulton Has Many Wonderful Nominees Who Could
Qualify For State's "Teacher of the Year" Honor
So many times in our lives, and
many times since we've been in Fulton, we've heard people say . . . . "I'll
never forget the things my school
teachers did for me."
Indeed, we've said the same things
so many times. And yet, although we
hold their memories dear and sacred
we take our school teachers as much
for granted as we do the air we
breathe. And that's not as it should
be.
And so it is with a great deal of
interest we note that a "Teacher of
the Year" is to be selected in Kentucky and we think that all of us
should review our school days and
nominate one or more of the teachers in our local school systems for
this great honor. We say "great" advisedly. For although there will be
a great deal of fan-fare connected
with the presentation, it is only a
small tribute that she or he will receive for the thousands of hours they
have spent in the class rooms of this
area.
Frankly we know of at least five
local teachers who can qualify for the
award and we think that the local
Parent-Teacher Associations should
send in some nominations from the
Fulton area.
Experiences in the field of classroom teaching as described in letters
of nomination from throughout Kentucky will be the basis for selecting
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce "Teacher of the Year" for 1958.
_ The President of the State Chamber, E. R. Mitchell, Covington, announced today that the State Chamber's Education Committee is endeavoring to honor a representative teach-

er from the Kentucky primary and
secondary schools whose classroom
experiences could come under the
heading of "Teaching At Its Best."
Mitchell noted that the manner of
selecting the "Teacher of the Year"
has changed from last year at the suggestion- of members of the teaching
profession.
"The State Chamber considers it
vitally important that a recognition
program honoring professional educators should be held annually to
focus attention on the teaching profession, particularly, with the idea
that it may attract more interest from
high school students who are considering a career in the education field,"
Maurice K. Henry, Middlesboro,
Chairman of the Chamber's Education Committee, commended.
The basis for this year's selection,
according to Henry will come from
letters of nomination from anyone interested in the teaching profession.
The letter should portray an incident
or incidents describing good and unusual practices by any classroom
teacher in the State. The letters of
nomination shall be less than four
hundred words, Henry stated.
County and District (Kentucky
Education Association Districts) awards will be made and the winner of
the State award will be honored on
April 8 in Louisville at the annual
two-day meeting of the State Chamber of Commerce scheduled for April
7 and 8.
The winner will receive an all-expense trip to Louisville and will be
awarded the coveted "Teacher of the
Year" statuette or "oscar.'

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Lincoln And Life
By Thomas M. Finn,
author of "The Religion of Lincoln"
AMONG THE MEN t&tt crowded
the stage of the nineteenth century,
Abraham Lincoln "was the only real
giant," said Leo Tolstoy.
He went on to say that Lincoln became great through his smallness. He
grew to the stature of a giant, because
he used the ordinary, everyday circumstances which life dealt out to
him to become a humble instrument
in the hands of God.
THE RELENTLESS hardship of
pioneering broke his father; but not
Lincoln. Proverty, ignorance, the
need to tear a living from the soil,
the constant companionship of death
(before Lincoln was twenty-one it
claimed his mother, his brother, his
sister and her baby)—these forged in
him a spirit too strong to be subdued
by any hardship.
For twenty-seven years law was his
steady job, and "riding the circuit"
was the heart of his practice. In
bringing himself and his abilities to
the out-lying districts, he filled his
mind and heart with the people, with
their wants and worries.
OUT OF THE LONG hours spent
jogging from place to place came the
ironclad decisions about Union, about
slavery, about Reconstruction, about
Lincoln as God's instrument.
Politics was part and parcel of
Lincoln's life, in fact, his first love.
Yet by politics he was tried as gold
in a furnace. Not a year before his
death, a Congressman could say:
"There are no Lincoln men." One of
his own cabinet members intrigued

against him. Another used to call him
"the original Gorilla." Yet in the Book
--of Life are written these words:"With
malice toward none; with charity for
all . . ."
LINCOLN was molded for endurance rather than enjoyment, because
the instrument God needed to save a
country and a people had to be strong.
But Abraham Lincoln was a free, a
living instrument in the hands of God.
The unremitting difficulties in his
life could have driven him to almost
anything. The fact is that they drove
him to his knees, to acknowledge
that his own wisdom and that of all
about him was just not good enough.
Not long before he died, he sent
a message to the widow of a friend:
"We are indeed going through a great
trial--a fiery trial. In the very responsible position which I happen to
be placed, being a humble instrument
in the hands of our Heavenly Father,
as I am, and as we all are, to work
out His great purposes, I have desired that all my works and acts may be
according to His Will, and that it
might be so, I have sought His aid. . ."
THESE WORDS are ninety-five
year old. Yet they should be young
words, a new message to men, women, and children—a people—whom
God would mold to be a strong but
free instrument of His great purposes.
CONSCIOUSNESS
Two men look out through the
same bars:
One sees the mud, the one the stars.
—Frederick Langbridge

THE FULTON =TIM MPS

GOING FORWARD

Voted "Beat All Around" in class In Kontuck7
It 1154 Kentucky Press Association judging

Humans, like horses, cannot kick
and go forward at the same time.
—E. L. Benedict

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton. the first of whir+ was founded in 1889.
_oost Office Box 4R5

Fulton

Kentucky

PuMislsed Every Thursday of The Year
It. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors nor, Publisher,
I member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates $200 per year in Fulton,
Rickman, Graves Counties, Kv., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.. Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
It the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
Iny United States postal act of March_ 1879.

Thursday, February 13, 1958

If one would be successful in the
future, let him make the most of the
present.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Yu must have long-range goals to
keep you from being frustrated by
short-range failures.
'—Charles C. Noble
•Not to go back is somewhat to advance.
—Alexander Pope
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

TEM NIWII webreanis awesMow iron Its ranks& Beek
Items must be dined but
name will be enunilbed trent
publication If regliambea.

Dear Paul and Jo,
Enclosed you will find a check
for $2.00. Please keep that excellent Fulton County News coming
our way. It is tops with us. We
are so fortunate to have a newspaper in our town like you publish.
Your Readers,
- Lee and Hester Rucker
NORTH OF THE BORDER
Canadian consumption of cigarettes jumped considerably in the
first half of 1957, nearly 2 billion higher than the first half of
1956.

— -"... And don't say anything to the boas about paying
you what you're worth—that puts you on the ckiensivo
right away!"

Turning Back The Clock—
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber Hardie are
the proud parents of a seven
pound boy born Wednesday
morning at the Fulton Hospital.
He was named Ralph Dale.
Mr. and Mrs. George Winters,
Jr. are the proud parents of a
seven pound boy born at the
Fulton Hospital Wednesday night
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Pickle received word of the marriage of
their son, Mac, to Miss Pauline
Lucas. The ceremony was performed in Gary, Ind., Saturday.
Mr. Pickle is employed at the
Gary Heat, Light and Water Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pbebus of
Humbolt, Tenn. announce the
marriage of their daughter,
Gladys to Marshall Reason, son
of Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Reason,
also of Humbolt, Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields are
building a new home in South
Fulton on Paschall St.
The knit-wit club met at the
home of Miss Adolphus Mae Latta
on the State Line. Five members
and two guests, Misses Rubye V.
Yarbo and Betty Norris were
present. Late in the evening
punch and wafers were served.

Go To CHURCH Sunday

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

evening at the home of Squire
Homer Roberts. Miss Della Reason and J. D. Reason of Hum bolt were the only witnesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Segui entertained their bridge club Thursday night at their home on Norman St. with Miss Helen Errum
as a tea guest. Mrs. Frank Wiggins and Monroe Luther held
high score for the evening Lovely refreshments were served to
the three tables of members and
the guest.

girl°

Oar TV repair 'sea are braised to
servte• every alandard set. Call
us for dependable marries.

leper Television
101I Mats Street

•

Pkone 307

•

Freeing the railroads
will bate, you!

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
By Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky Utilities
Every woman who has ever
worked steadily at preparing
meals has wished, loudly or
silently, for two more hands,
another strong arm and a
kitchen-size scooter. The fatiguing .work can now, happily, be
cut down. There is a small appliance today for almost every
tedious "hand" job.
These wonders include infrared broilers, rotisseries, portable
roaster ovens, deep fat fryers,
grill and waffle griddle combinations, electric casseroles, mixers,
blenders, beaters, mincers and
graters. To say nothing of such
esoteric phenomena as electric,
chafing dishes, egg boilers, ice
cream freezers, beans pots, coffee
and tea makers, toasters, corn
poppers, cheese graters and waffle irons.
So many and so helpful are
these mechanical aids, and so
varied their uses, that all but the
most elementary hand labor may
become obsolete in time. Large
and small, reasonable or expensive, cookery by electrical devices is here to stay, and welcome to it.
I do not have enough time or
space to talk about all of these
wonderful appliances, bt* I
would like to talk for a while on
Rotisserie Cookery. Like most of
the electrical cookery gadgets
the rotisserie has great versatility and is the hostess dream. It
is perfect for everyday good eat-

ing and casual entertaining. The
host or hostess needs only a wall
outlet in which to insert the cord
plug.
Meats, fruits or vegetables and
complete courses for any meal
of the day may be cooked in the
game room, on the terrace, in a
bachelor's quarters, in your summer cottage or outdoors. All you
need is an electrical outlet.
What could be more hospitable
than to serve your guest spitted
Roulades of beef, or a roast leg
of lamb. Here is the receipt for
Spitted Roulades of beef.

Cut beef in 4 pieces. Flatten
with blunt end of clever or edge
of heavy plate until thin. Place
a slice of ham and salami on each
piece of beef Mix all the remaining ingredients except trench
dressing. Divide mixture evenly
among the 4 portions of beef.
Roll, tuck in ends and tie securely. Center on spit and secure
screws. Place in preheadted rotisserie. Roast 10 minutes. Baste
with dressing. Roast 10 minutes
longer, basting once again.

• NODDLE ROAD

WAYNE
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There's much talk these days about
helping the railroads. The real
truth is the other way round. It's
the public that needs help from the
railroads.
Keeping the national economy
and our defenses in high gear
demands more efficient, more
economical transportation. This
the railroads can achieve by taking
on the complete, competitive job
they have long wanted to do.
Given the chance, railroads can
deliver to the public the benefits of
all forms of transportation, each
performing the jobs it does best.
Only systems such as this, each
with integrated ownership under
single management, can produce
the ultimate economy and efficiency in transportation.
Freeing the railroads to achieve
these goals is important to you.
For it will lighten the burden on
every family budget by providing
economical transportation that will
be reflected in the cost of everything you buy.
To gain these benefits, certain
federal transport laws must be
changed. It is to your interest to
let your representatives in Congress know how important these
changes are to you.

1 lb. top sirloin of beef
4 thin slices boiled ham
4 thin slices salami
2 hard-cooked eggs, chopped
2 thls. grated parmesan cheese
1 tbls. chopped parsley
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/4 teaspoon basil
1/3 cup french dressing

with Robert Harry who is in the
Murray Hospital. Robert is imblIses • proving of which we are glad. He
lea1
has a long way to go yet, but is
much better.
sympour
We want to extend
Mr. and Mrs. George Black and
athy to Mrs. Alice Kimberlin Telltha and James E Lawson viswhose brother passed away last ited Sunday night with Mr. and
week.
Mrs Charles Bolton and Mr. and
We were sorry to hear about Mrs. Lewis
Davis visited Sunday
little
the
injured
which
wreck
the
with Mr. and Mrs. Doss Worlds.
the
and
Westpheling children
Judy Gore visited Sunday afterlittle McIntyre girl. Hope all will noon with Patsy Bolton.
soon be fully recovered.
Mrs- George Black and Telltha
INCORPORATED 1793
visited Wednesday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bolton and boys
Winchester (Clark County) is
on the low hills that are part
We are so glad Charles Bolton
of the watershed between the
Is able to be home from the hos
Wel. Hurry up Otuarlie get well. Kentucky and Licking Rivers.
Harry Sams and Bobby Joe The settlement, incorporated in
Hendon visited Sunday with Mr. 1793, was named for Winchester,
Va., former home of John Baker,
and Mrs. G. T. /buns. Mr. and
its founder.
Mrs. Jeff Harrison visited Sunday
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when your TV
needs a friend...

FROM THE FITS—

February 11, 1933

February 14: W. B. Hamblin;
C. P. Bruce, Joe Woodside,
Thomas Richard Maddox, Jr.,
Mrs Emma Hawks, Mrs. Charles
R. Brown, Cecil Edward Woberton, Jr.; February 15: Bill Holland, Mrs. Willie Homra; February 16: Marilyn Cash, Shirley
Homra, Mrs. J. N. Wooten, Mrs.
Ray Graham, Mrs. J. L Hornbeak, Lawson Yates, Mrs. L 0.
Bradford, Vic Voegeli, Wilmon
Boyd; February 17: Helen King,
Leroy Sawyer, Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt; February 18: R. L.. Bonds,
Mrs. C. H. McDaniel; February
19: Mrs. Will Gayle; February 20:
Donna Patterson, Donald Kimbro,
Mrs. W. 0. Locke, Mrs. Nap Brigham, Mrs. Claude Shelby, Jimmy
Collins.
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Reelfoot Lake Still
Goodwin's Beagle Is
Top Fisk Produces
Named Field Champion
2,•aws Reelfoot
lake continued to be
Bobby Joe Goodwin of Fulton
top producer of fish in 1957, has a prize winner in his Beagle
so as aaccording
to creel census data hound, Frost Rusty.
collected by Biologist Hudson M.
Frost Rusty has recently been
7.144w• Nichols as part of a project of made
a Field Champion by winWIth AM PRYOR
apaisamed Awes, Maas casers1 aimed
Farm Electricity Important

Orchard.
He has also won one second,
one fourth and one reserve, making him a total of 145 points,
more than enough to make him
Prices for better grade fed-cata Field Champion.
tle may hold near recent strong
levels the next two months, the
Frost Rusty has seven first Kentucky Agricultural
Experiplaces,
five
seconds,
and three
the State Game and Fish corn- ning
three first places, being at thirds in sanctioned trials,
and trails, where he received 12 first
mission.
Memphis, St. Louis and Crab has entered in 15 two-couple
pack places and one second.
During
the
period
March
through November of 1957, sport
anglers made 54,327 boat trips on
Reelfoot lake and caught a calculated 383,369 pounds of fish, of
which 97.5 percent were desirable species.
Census data revealed that 11,818 boat trips were made on
Reelfoot lake during September,
October and November of 1957,
of which 8,444 were crappie fishermen. During the fall season, 82
percent of all sport fishermen
were successful and averaged
1.26 fish caught per man-hour of
fishing.
During September, October and
November, anglers caught 39,840
pounds of white crappie, 12,220
pounds of black crappie, 10,467
pounds of bluegills and 13,400
pounds of largemouth bass. White
crappie made up 49.6 percent of
the total weight, followed by
largemouth bass, 16.7 percent;
black crappie, 15.2 percent; and
bluegills, 13.0 percent. It is interesting to note that these four
species made up 94.5 perectn of
the total catch.

7.11 most cases where farmers
are using electric power, they
are not getting the most out of
correct and improved usage. We
have been using a heat lamp for
baby chicks for many years and
even before that stoves were used in cold weather to give added
heat to the young birds. Now lets
stop and reason a little and see
hest how we can improve our
profits for the coming years with
an exparudon program electrically
One of our most important crops
to area farmers In the coming
year Is the new pig crop. A chilled pig that gets off to a slow
start may become a runt and thus
will cad you money. May I say
this in regard to heat for the
new born pigs. They may be a
little more resistant to cold th an
feathered farm lot friends, but
on the other hand the loss of
two pigs in a litter would be like
losing 50 or 60 chicks out of 300.
If this were to happen to the
wife's flock I would say some- Graves County Road
thing would start to operating Slated For Improvement
right now. Many is the time
The Department of Highways
when
1
2 or the pig crop is of Kentucky announced this week
to /
lost due to chilling or at least that a Graves County road will
set back a few days to a week. be included among others for
This can and should be correct- which bids for improvement work
ed. We farmers are going to have will be received in Frankfort on
to watch our cost of production February 20th.
this year and here is another
The road is the Rule Shack
method to be used to held set road from the Hickman county
net profit in a higher bracket.
line, extending for 1.2 miles in
' Here is another thought for the an easterly direction to Ky 339,
sheep producer. About 75% of about two miles south of Fancy
the lambs come in cold or cool Farm. Bids call for drain, grade,
weather. Electric brooding is the and traffic bound surface.
low cost way to out early losses.
If a lamb gets chilled the first or heal of the foot. Filth somefew days, his chances are slim times accumulates under the
that he will be a profit maker overgrown portion and cause
for your farm operation. This sore feet.
early life-saving warmth not only ROSE FENCES KEEP
speeds growth but cuts feed costs STOCK, SOIL AT HOME
The use of multiflora rose, the
and makes a more profitable
lamb Leas feed is needed to keep living fence, has been increasing
the lambs warm so that extra rapidly in recent years. They are
milk goes for growth and profit. economical and will turn liveNow the electric power will cost stock when mature. Their useyou a little too but the added fulness for soil conservation and
early growth and vitality puts erosion control is being tried
a lamb on the market earlier. It withoutstanding results.
goes without saying that the
The rose should not be confusearly markets 1,r• best.
ed with Osage orange. The rose
The best improvement around fence does not grow tall enough
the barn is proper lighting in and to shade crops and the root., do
outside. Perm accidents can be not spread enough to reduce
reduced if farmers will keep this yields. Rose fences are suitable
in mind. It is not good manage- for contour fences between cropto walk into a dark barn. land and permanent pasture and
A serious fall could cost you many between cropland used for rotatimes the amount of lighting in - tional grazing. They also aid proper land use by keeping livestock
stall/Alan.
from pond areas, eroding streams
or gullies.
MORE ABOUT SHEEP
Muliflora rose fence is not reHere is an important item con- garded as practical for small city
cerning sheep. The care of the lots.
feet of sheep to prevent foot rot
A mechanical tree planter does
and other trouble is a very good a fine job setting the roses and
practice. The feet of sheep should cuts labor costs in setting.
be examined at least three times
If you need a good economical
a year, and trimmed when need- fence, it may pay you to look
ed. A pocket knife or pruning into this living fence and see just
shears may be used with excel- what the possibilities are, it could
lent results. Sheep on the open save you money.
range may not need trimming beGet your order in for trees as
cause they will wear down, planting time is just around the
whereas small farm flocks may corner. Contact your County
need trimming to keep the ani- Agent, Farm Advisor or State
mals from walking on the side Forester.

Stop lieratelaing!
AND WORRYING ABOUT DANDRUFF
ATHLETES FOOT,SKIN RASH.
ROUGH HANDS, ETC.

Cattle Prices Are
Predicted To Hold

The Fulton News, Thursday, February 13, 1958, Page 3
ment Station's economists said
this week, in their by-weekJ,y
outlook letter.
Budl Lanpher, economist, noted
a general upward trend in price
of choice cattle since late November at Chicago, as one indication
supporting his forecast.
Market supplies of fed cattle in

February and March also may
be 10 percent under those of last
year if farmers' intentions are
carried out, he said. In addition,
the Jan. 1st on-feed cattle report shows number of cattle on
feed more than 3 months is down
about 22 percent in 13 main cattle-feeding states.

MAKE MONEY FOR YOUR CLUB THE EASY WAY
NO SELLING - NO SOLICITING - EVERY CLUB WINS

3000"
IN AWARDS
TO

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
OF THE

KEN - TENN AREA

.5

to be given by

RADIO STATION WFUL

*

AS A PUBLIC SERVICE
The Staff and Management of WFUL Cordially Invites Two
Members From Every Civic, Religious, Fraternal, Veterans,
Cultural, Homemaker, PTA and Other Groups To Attend

4 allide
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Lot us do your ocratching and wash away. your
worries with:

S. O.SPECIAL SIM LOTION
The.Antiseptic skin lotion that stops any form
of itching, soothes and helps kill the germ that
causes the trouble.
TRY A 50c BOTTLE OF S. 0. SKIN LOTION
AND IF YOU ARE NOT HAPPY WITH THE
RESULTS, THE EMPTY BOTTLE IS WORTH
50c AT YOUR DEALER.
Supplied by Fulton drug stores and some general
stores or by mail post paid by:

AD

OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.
Union City, Tenn.

•

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18 AT 10 AM AT THE WOMAN'S CLUB
You owe-it to your organization to come and learn what
Community Club Awards can do for your group. This
program, national in scope, is now successfully functioning in
many of the major cities in the country. We want you and
another club officer or member to attend. At any rate we
want your club represented by two members.
Your club can share in 60 Cash Awards which will be
given over a period of 13 weeks and in the 7 Grand Cash
Awards presented at the finale. In addition, every club
participating will receive a cash amount for its effort. Every

club is a winner of cash awards!
There is no cost to enter Community Club Awards,
nothing to sell, nothing to endorse. Your members can put
dollars in your treasury by saving various proofs of purchase
(receipts, labels, etc). This is the surest, easiest, most
dignified way to earn money for your worthwhile purposes.
Learn the complete details of how your club can win its
share of $3,000 by coming to our Coffee Party.
Participation in the Community Club awards will be
limited to the first 250 clubs to enroll.

CALL MARY-NELLE WRIGHT

AT WFUL -- Phones 1270 and 151X1
And Tell Her You Will Attend

60 WEEKLY CASH AWARDS — 7 GRAND CASH AWARDS

•••..

Page 4, The Fulton News, Thursday, February 13, 1958

Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lade' every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., 44onday through Friday.

sure they did—unless Frank finds
TOO many interesting golf partners—and can't PULL. himself
away from that game he loves so
well. Well, no matter WHERE
they are—they're having a good
rest and are surely enjoying their
visit with "the kids".
Betty and Carl Hastings have
returned from their annual Florida trip. By-way-of the grapevine
we heard that the Florida clime
was a wee bit too COLD for
them—so they decided they'd
have all the COLD weather they
need right HERE in Fulton.

Wisconsin are guests of the W. D.
Holloways at their home on
Second Street.
The Stanley Jones' have returned from a nice vacation in Hot
Springs, Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs E. B. Woodfin of
Union City were recent guests of
Mrs. Elsie Provow in, Fulton.

Mr. and Mrs. N. W.1541144 of
Farmington, Ky.
Miss Bennett is a graduate of
Wingo High School, class of 1955.
Mr. Bennett is a graduate of
Farmington High School, class of
1953.
The wedding will take place
on Feb. 8 in the home of the
bride's parents, at Water Valley,
in the presence of the immediate family. The Rev Morro! Proctor, pastor of the Water Valley
Methodist Church, will officiate
at the double-ring ceremony.

Amelia Cobb bride-elect of
Donald Kimbro was honored with
miscellaneous shower given by
Mrs. Jerry Hawks Saturday
evening at 7:30 at her 'home on
West State Line.
Amelia was presented a lovely
red carnation corsage by her hostess.
A coffee table held the lovely
assortment of gifts that were concealed beneath a cleverly decor•
ated umbrella.
During the evening games
were played with prizes going
to Mrs. Charles Sawyer, Mrs.
Dan Collins, Mrs. R. M. Fields
and Mrs. Bobby Sam Copeland.
Late in the eiening the hostess served a party plate.

Miss Joyce Tayro7
Is Honored With
Household Shower

Rev. Hartle's:10s
At South Fulton

Miss Joyce Taylor, bride-elect
of Bobby Scott, was honored with
a household shower recently in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson. Hostess for the occasion was Mrs. Norman Crittenden.

The Rev. J. T. Hart has resigned as pastor of the South Fulton Baptist Church, effective
the last Monday in February, it
was announced todaY.
Rev. Hart has accepted the
pastorate of the Trimble, Tenn.
Baptist Church, and he and his
family will move to Trimble the
last week in February.
Mrs. Hart will continue to
work at Hillview Hospital as receptionist until the first part of
May, and their two sons, Jerry
and Tommy, will continue in
school at South Fulton until the
end of the year.

The honoree, who wore a red
evening gown, was presented a
An announcement of interest corsage of small kitchen utenThis portion of the Diary is for the MEN too! So
throughout the Ken-Tenn area is sils, fastened on a pot-holder, by
that rincle of the marriage of the hostess.
ladies—if you read it, just • pass it on to the MAN of "ris a fair lass we'll be losing
Mrs. Jeisie Kincaid of South
your
of
MAN
to
Davis
the
it
—this week when Mary
the house—of casually mention
The gift table was overlaid with
Street in Union City, to
Third
her "am n countree"
heart—if you're NOT married! You see, 'tis almost Dicken leavessoil.
Ful- a linen tablecloth, centered with
South
of
Wallace
Oscar
Mr.
Her mother and
German
a miniature bride.
ton, Tennessee. ,
VALENTINE DAY—and Your Diarist hopes that for
dad, Elsie and Louis Weaks, will
Refreshments were served by
on
d
exchange
were
vows
The
EVERY one of you will be REMEMBERED. And you drive her to St. Louis Thursday
Go to C;ittrch Sunday
hostess.
the
the
in
four,
February fifth at
SHOULD be—it's the ONE day of the year devoted to for a flight on Friday at 2 o'clock
home of Mrs. Kincaid with Elder
New York. Mary hopes to see
Commodore Brann officiating.
DAN CUPID . . . and I want you to read this special to
Tommy Nall during the few
Mow Christian
Mrs. Wallace chose a navy suit U. office.
Valentine poem. . . because it is just for YOU.
Mrs. Jenkins gave a splendid
hours she'll have there between
pale blue jewelry and a
with
Science Heals
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spite
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God love her!
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ole place. Mary will arrive at the
delegates reported a wonderful
were the only attendants.
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The shimmering tresses uncontrolled
.
at
U. S. Air Force Base in Spang- T. Conley and Mrs. Leroy Brown
Lexington
Mrs. Wallace is an employee week
dahlen, Germany at 2 o'clock were hostesses at'a lovely tea, of the Obion County General
Four visitors were at the tea.
And the blossom mouth and the dainty chin,
Amelia
Miss
of
honor
in
given
be
'twill
And
.
Saturday afternoon
hospital. Mr. Wallace is a retired They were Mrs. Ernest Carver,
And the dimples out and in—
a happy reunion for Mary and Cobb, bride-clect, Saturday af- railroad employee. They will Mrs. Alexander, Mrs. Bob Harris
1.
Feb.
The girl I love—
Accurate
hubby Lieut. Johh; who is sta- ternoon,
and Mrs. G. H. Dallas.
The tea was held from 2 to 5 make their home on Church
tioned there. Ifappy trip—and
God Bless her!
a
Fulton
after
in
South
Street
WORKMANSHIP
p. m. in the home of Mrs. Brown
short honeymoon.
HAPPY VALENTINE! To ALL of the FAIR LADIES happy landings, Mary!
on Williams Street.
/4eariao Aid Batteries
At Low Coat
Miss Cobb, a beautiful blonde,
EVERYWHERE.
We're always glad to hear
and Time
Clocks
Watches,
Mrs.
Mrs. J. R. Powell and
Complete Line
the nice things that happen was attired in a green wool Harold Williamson were hostesses
All Wads Accueteees of
alall.!
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matle.t
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in
Florence and Frank Beadles to be with them. Mary Lee about
prinalong
Fulton boys—and this is tweed dress, made
rately Repaired at Lew Got
to a tea, given Tuesday, Feb. 4, bust Our Hearing Al" Depart
left last week for their annual teaches in the Lakeland schools to our
REAL nice honor that came to cess lines. She wore a gift cor- in honor of the Victory Club's went vs your first opportunity.
—
mid-winter visit with Frank's —so the Beadles family include a
Bowles who is stationed sage of red carnations. The delegate to Farm and Home
daughter, Mary Lee, and George a little "trip taking" to nearby Bobby
a
salad
ANDREWS
presented
was
honoree
Germany.
DRUG CO.
the U. S. Army in
Truitt in Lakeland, Florida. They towns during the day. However, with
plate and a dinner plate in her Week, Mrs. Ernest Jenkins.
Bowles
R.
0.
the
75
of
Mute
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the
y Company
is
on
Hs
Jewelr
went
Lake
they
Mreet
tat
if
g
wonderin
the K.
The tea was given
always have such a nice visit as we're
Fourth Street, you know. For chosen pattern of China by her
there are many friends around down the West coast—as Florence on
past 22 months he has been hostesses.
that area who are ALWAYS glad had planned to do—and we're the
In the receiving line were Miss
serving his country and we think
he is stationed in one of the most Cobb, her mother, Mrs. Marinteresting places ever—HEIDEL- garet Cobb and the hostesses.
The refreshment table was
t‘it 40.%Yllite
BURG. We had an occasion recently to see lovely slides of the draped in a white cutwork cloth
Aur ATIC
beautiful old city that Marion and with a centerpiece of red carbowl.
milkglass
white
ra
'WASHER
nations-b
summer
last
Harry Murphy made
Tea, cookies, nuts and mints were
while they were in Crermany.
Being the romatic soul that served.
SW& Ineszi
Iloolos doss
Your Diarist IS—I had visions of
Mr. and Mrs. Jonah D. Ben"The Student Prince" dashing
tytnew......._a""mak
r
down
Lew
here and there—singing lovely nett of Water Valley, Ky., an- and Easy Teresa
selections from the operetta! But nounce th.e engagement and apPhone 201
Fulton
—back to our friend Bobby—he proaching marriage of their BENNETT ELECTRIC
319-31 Walnut St.
Fulton
is with the Military Police and daughter, Benita Joan Bennett, 217 Main
one of his duties is to direct traf- to Johnny Mac Bennett, son of
fic near Patric Henry Village
Elementary School there in Heidelburg. It seems that the little
children in the second grade have
a great deal of love and trust for
their friendly MP--and with the
help of their teacher, Mrs. Connie Sanelli they drew free hand
impressions of Bobbie as well as
composed a poem to pay tribute
to him. This was done for one of
their group study units entitled
Community Helpers and the
children named the _poem "The
MP-; Here 'tis:
On our way to school each day
We meet a friendly man
Dressed up in a uniform
He helpsois all he can.
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FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
AT

our FEBRUARY FINAL

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.

E
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Y2

WADE'S

on all

• BOYS HEAVY JACKETS

a large selection of long & short sleeve

• SPORT & KNIT SHIRTS
• GIRLS Winter Coals, Car
COATS Infants thru Subteens and
(3 thru Subteens)
RAINCOATS
• Racks of GIRLS DRESSES
Toddlers through Subteens

• Blouses, Skirts, Sportswear,
Nightwear (3 to 6x, 7 to 14 Subteens)
• Infant Crawlers, Toddler Corduroy
Overalls, Diaper Sets, Creepers,
Crib Spreads
• Handl Pants for Boys & Girls
• Pillow Tops
special

special
•

• 25c

10c

table

table

of odds & ends

of odds & ends

Other Bargains all
over the store during this final
Winter Clearance I I I
• FRLTIT of the LOOM Stretch Sox
39c& 49c

The Youth Center
—Union City. Tenn.—

Standing on the corner there
He holds his hand up high
Stops the traffic in the street
Till we are safely by.
Now, we think this is just one
of the NICEST things that could
happen to one of crur Fulton boys.
And if any of you would like to
write to Bobbie, I'm sure he
would love to hear from you.
Here is his address: Pfc. Robert
Bowles, 1552517. Co. A 382. Military Police. Bn., APO 28, New
York, N. Y. (I ASK you—HOW
do they FIND so many NUMBERS!)
Here 'N There
Among the High school students
who attended Hospitality weekend at Lambuth College in Jackson were Judy Browning and
Joe Barnes of Fulton and
Elaine Bellew of Crutchfield.
Sunday Elaine attended East
Jackson Church as a guest of
Rev. and Mrs. E. K. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. ff. L. Hardy- are
visiting their daughter and family in Dallas, Texas.
Shirley Thomas of Lansing,
Michigan is a guest of Mr. and
Mrs. H. B. Murphy on West State
Line Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon McAlister
are in Eau Galli, Florida on an
extended visit with their son.
Glenn, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Landon Robertson are the guests of their granddaughter, Mrs. Rollie Miller and
family at their home in Detroit.
John N. Stayton, a patient in
Kennedy General Hospital in
Memphis spent the weekend with
his family in Cayce.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Hastings
and son, Jim, of Wauwaposo,

I

DEWEY JOHNSON?
All types of lowissin
SAVE ! GET our

PACK itGE DEAL

LIMITED TIME ONLY

We're
PuIng the Slops... Blow 'in allowance on Conventional
the Siren .... With Reduced Washers at WADE'S
Prices at WADE'S this week

HOOVER

$37.50

(claming tools included)

Trade in Allowance
... Your Cost

e#Nadralib,

$60.00
Factory List... $97.50

e, 5" FOAM

RUBBER
%. SWIVEL PLATFORM
GOOD FABRICS...$49.95
Delivers

$5,0

WADE

'Covering everyllatir
422 Lake isi.
nose

Fulton. Ky.

NS(

LAKE STREET

FURNITURE
COMPANY

"TRADE WTH WADE AND.SAVE"
PPIONE 103 enci

FULTON, KY.
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PREVENT DRYING OUT
DAR.NELL—
Left-over meat or., poultry
Continued from Page One
should be stored in a covered
operate with the board.
wrapped
dish.or
in waxed paper
The five members of the board
The following were patients in
to prevent drying out, then refriwho voted to adopt the resignathe local hospitals Wednesday
gerate promptly.
tion proposal are K C. Ross;
morning, February 12.
Archie Kemp, Raymond ChamHiliview Hospital:
pion, C. A. Turner and William
Daphne Mathis, Martin; Mrs. Mitchem. Voting to reject the
Darnell Wilson, Pilot Oak; Dr. request for resignation were
Grances Curley, Davenport, Iowa; James Shaw and Cecil Barnett.
Mrs. Chap Taylor, Mrs. Ruel FulBarnett also came under fire
cher, Mrs. Almus Williams, Mrs. of the board. He was accused
Tom Sircher and baby, Mary of having had unlawful business
Frances Glover and baby, Barry transactions with the board while
Strong, Rev. R. H. Sullivan, Mar- holding office as a board memtha Boulton, Marie Bond, Mrs. ber. Barnett admitted that he
Sudie Pond, Mrs. Glenn Wilker- supplied materials for a school
son, Dulon Atkins, John Henry cafeteria some years ago.
Minor, Bryson Bailey and Mrs.
Charges against Barnett apLurlene Lighter all of Fulton.
parently stemmed from the oustJones Hospital:
ing last week of Fred Stokes,
Mrs. C. M. Clark, Milam; Char- Sr., from the board of education.
lotte Clark, Milam; I. H. Williams, He was dropped from the school
Wingo; Mrs. Ralph Craig, Leon board by the State Department
Davis, Mrs. Betty Williams,
George Givens, Guy Upton, Mrs.
Collie Graves told baby, Gus
Browder, Judy Harrison, Mrs.
Hubert Bynum and baby and,
Mrs. T. D. Butts all of Fulton.
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Billy McWherter and baby,
Clinton; Mrs. Hester Arant, Martin; Mrs. Fieldon Thurman, Burkley, Mrs. Em Griffen, Martin;
Mrs. Raymond Legens, Martin;
Edmond Clark, Wingo; Mrs. 011ie
Puckett, Wingo; Ira Robertson,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Edgar Rhodes,
Wingo; Mrs. John R. Lunsford,
Hickman; Mrs. Leon Wright,
Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Watts, Wingo; Luther Pickens,
Water Valley; Mrs. Della Coleman, Mayfield; Mrs. A. C. Weatherford, Wingo; Mrs. Hubert Mullins, Mrs. William Moss Kimble
and baby, Mrs. R.. V. Putnam,
Sr., C. W.'Burrow, Mrs. Horace
Reams, E. C. Killebrew, Mrs. Kenneth Asbell, Cathay King, Linda
Kay King, Mrs. Henry Sills, R..
E. Taylor, Mrs. Henry Lawrence,
B. B. Stephenson, Mrs. Charlie
Stephenson, Mrs. J. T. Travis,
Mrs. Mike Fry, and Mrs. Della
JERRY WALD'S
Wall all of Fulton.

HOSPITAL NEWS
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GIRL
SCOUTS

on
ace

The TownThe PeopleEveryone's
Talking
About!

16.1111;5.1i
1116.cr
Prices this Engagement
Adults 90c Children 25c

F LTCON
BEN JOHNSON
KENT TAYLO..---.

"FORT

11111111111111111h.

Cameo Weskits, Secretary; Margaret Kelly, Treasurer.
Work was done on a poster for
the girl scout drive and valentines were made. The meeting
was dismissed by a song.

STARLITE Drive-In

RUPTURE

WALDRON
UNION CITY, TENN.

FEB. 14th Thru 19th
Everyone's Talking
about

futon Iace

'S

The Sensational New Invention
Suthipland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.
Fulton

SCHEDULE — FRIDAY —
MONDAY — TUESDAY —
WED. Features At 5 P. M.
and 8 P. M. SATURDAY
Continuous Showing from
12:30 P. M. SUNDAY From
2 P. M.

Take A Good Look At
This Little Girl!
•

Remember Her Face

Continued from Page One
tages Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Shelton and the trooper they had
captured and brought from Missouri, Bill Little.
The coroner's jury said Miss
English died of "one or more
large-caliber bullets fired by
someone unknown to this jury"
after hearing conflicting testimony about the tragedy.
The shotting occurred at the
Intersection of the County Line
Road and Highway 45, near
Me/ber.
, Bond for McAlister's appearance was set at $2,000, and Hopkin's at 81,000. C. A. Byrn and
A. H. Morgan are sureties for
McAlister. and Paducah attorney
John Albert is surety for the
trooper.
Gov. James T. Blair said at
Jefferson City his state "will see
this youn man receives whatever
is necessary to properly preserve
all his right."

B-I-G DOUBLE
FEATURE PROGRAM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
The Story of A Teenage
Fire Bomb - - - -

„THE

BOWIE"

GlizN-EYED
BLONDE"

PLUS—COLOR CARTOON 8t COMEDY

SUNDAY
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MeA.LDITER—

MONDAY & TUESDAY

Join"Les
and see a world of entertainment!

ON

Monday, Feb. 17
YOU WILL BE CALLED UPON
TO HELP MAINTAIN THE

GIRL SCOUT PROGRAM
GIVE GENEROUSLY!
A GIRL SCOUT TODAY IS
THE GOOD CITIZEN OF TOMORROW

A tour of amour with three "live-it-up"
show girls who kiss and tell and tell!

Song%
Dances,
Gaiety,
Delight!

1
9.95

I, KY.

Joyce Tucker Is
Named President
Of Brownie Troop

FRI. FEB. 21 TRIM
SUNDAY, FEB. 23
—3 BIG DAYS—

:O.
ne 201

mal

of Education because a firm of
which he was a member has had
business transactions with the
school system.
Stokes, who was a member of
the city board of education for
18 years and was on the county
The Brownie Scout Troop four
board two years said his firm, met Wednesday, February 5, at
Stokes and Whipple, had done Terry Norman School with leadrepair work on school buses but ers, Mrs. Jasper Vowell and Mrs.
that he did not bid on the work David Hornra.'
and had not used his influence
All members were present inas a member of the board to ob- cluding one new member, Mary
tain business with the school Jo Westpheling.
system.
New officers were elected as
It was reported that records follows: Joyce Tucker, President;
of Stokes' business dealings with Becky Mitchell, Vice-President;
the school system were uncovered during a recent routine
auditing of the school system's
Union City Highway
financial records by N. T. Hook,
Stokes, commenting on his disSAT-SUN., FEB. 15-18
missal from the board, said that
(Starts at 7:00 and 8:50)
he had refused a state offer of a
BUNDLE OF JOY
hearing on the issue.
Debbie Reynolds—Eddie Fisher

11-0-111 pments

PannucnosrOOLEPiiiffillti
1101.C.

LS GIRLS
GENE KELLY.MITZI GAYNOR
KAY KENDALL•TAINA ELG
' PIC

PLUS LATEST NEWS EVENTS 1 1
2111111i'-"

This Space Made Possible By The Following Interested Firms
Orpheant Theatre
Fulton Theatre
King Motor Co.
Evans Drug Co.
Bennett Drug Store
Rogers Grocery
ttg....1111ZL '

Jackson Drug Store
J. V. Cash Motor Co.
Western Auto Store
Dewey Johnson, Ins.
Whiteway Service Sta.
Fulton Plaza Court
1100!...

Kentucky Motor Co.
Fulton News Stand
Smallnan's Tin Shop
Happy Hogan
OK Laundry
Mac & Fay Flower Shop
A10111111111011511MA001,"0111111111110.,
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nieces and nephews.
Thursheld
were
services
day afternoon February 6, at 3,
at the Whitnei Funeral Hoene
chapel. The Rev. ohn Laida, par
tor of the First Baptist Church,
officiated. Burial was in Fairview
Jess Dewitt Walker, 67, a re- Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funtired I. C. car inspector, died
home.
eral.
4,
Feb.
night
suddenly Tuesday
about 7 o'clock at his home at 70$
Sddings Street, Fulton.
Re leaves nu woe, airs. Mamie
Cox Walker; two sons, J. 13:
George Emmett Catty, Water
Walker, Jr., of Paducah, and
James Walker of MemphLs; two Valley farmer, died Thursday
.isters, Mrs. John Moore of Pa- morning, Feb. 6, about 9 o'clock
ducah arid Mrs. Harry Wilkin- at Fulton Hospital, after being in
son of Memphis; two brothers. ill health for the past five years.
Lexie Walker of Paducah and He was 79.
Mr. Cathey was born in Graves
Virgil Walker of Russell,
three graridchiklren and several County, Ky., son of the late Josh

Jess Walker

George Cathey

The Whitnel Funeral Home
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial circumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES-We give full credit when you call us to serve you-408 EDDENGS STREET
PHONE 88

ATTENTION FARMERS!!
We have had our pellet mill
remodeled and are now in position to furnish you with
BROWDER'S SPECIAL HOG
RATION in PELLET form as
well as mash. Also we have a
complete line of feeds for all

McD
Cl

Balance Gives Bouquets Glamor

West State Line

Mrs. Elizabeth Pope
Services for Mrs. Elizabeth
Eddlemon Pope were held Sunday afternoon at 2, at the Whitnel
Funeral Home chapel. The Rev.
John Laida, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, officiated. Burial
was in Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Pope died suddenly of a
heart attack Thursday night, Feb.
6, shortly after midnight at her
home at 511 Maple Street. She
is added. Mrs. HouseA bouquet of garden flowers fore water
had been in ill health for some
pimple
lovely addition to any wife should then form flowers
a
be
can
with the
time.
in the home. The home- geometric shapes
room
etc.
ovals,
circlet,
She leaves her husband, Edd
maker should use containers that —triangles,
To appeal to milady, Kraft
C. Pope - of Plymouth, Mich.;
harmonize in color, texture and
offering four
currently
three daughters, Mrs. Harry
shape with the flowers she wants Foods is of famous Vaughan
to display. When selecting a con- packetsseeds to users of their
Freeman of Fulton, Mrs. Dallas
tainer she can use common Items flower Margarine free of cost
King of Plymouth, Mich., and
the house, even a water DeLuxe
around
Mrs. G. J. Eggen of Waukeegan,
end flaps. The
pitcher, soup tureen, or scrap for two gold foil marigolds, peIll.; three sons, Joe Pope of Membasket. Supplies needed are a offer includes
and zinnias;
phis, John Pope of Plymouth,
sharp bolder or 2-inch chicken tunias, snapdragons
indoor Bower arfor
excellent
all
also
flowers,
the
hold
Mich., and Robert Pope of Chiwire to
ranging as well as growing in
Male floral clay to anchor holdcago, Ill.; three brothers, Clarence
garden all season long.
the
becontainers
of
bottom
to
Eddlemon of Rives, Tenn., Carl
Eddlemon of Kenton, Tenn., and
Sunday here with parents Mr.
Frank Eddlemon Of Plymouth, INIMMINIMMOrtiernbly
and Mr/ Ed Prields.
Mich.; seven grandchildren and • AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mr. and Mrs L. G. Hill who
four great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Carey Friel& • lost their home near here two
Active pallbearers were nepweeks ago by fire, have moved
We
hews, Jay Duren, Rufus Duren,
is on the to the Grover True house.
Mathis
Dave
Mrs.
Bill Duren, Ralph 'Willard and
family into
list and confined to her welcome the young
sick
J. P. Eddlemon.
room. She Is suffering from a our midst.
Honorary pallbearers were
Mr. Grant Bynum and Marcold, followed by some comdeep
grandsons, Johnny Lee Pope and
are very busy with the
earett
plication.
Jerry King of Plymouth.
children of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Mrs. John Pagans suffered a Mathis while Sam is in Kenlight stroke several days ago los- nedy VA Hospital in Memphis.
ROAD BONDS
ing the use of an arm, however Mrs. Mathis Who is the daughter
Governor Chandler has report- later reports, are that she can of Mr. Bynum is at her husband's
ed that the State swill open bids now use the arm, of which many bedside.
Feb. 25 on another 35 million of her friends will be glad to
Mrs. Roy 'Vincent has moat
hear.
dollars worth of road bonds.
fully recovered from a deep seige
Bro. Arthur Wilkerson filled his of cold and able to be out again.
regular Lord's Day appointment
There isn't any improvement in
at New Salem Baptist church the the condition of Mrs. Susie Frields
past Sunday at Ila. m. and even- at this writing. She aged lady
ing services held at the usual have been a-bed for several
hour
years and her rest isn't very good.
S tin Mathis ex-GI underwent day or night.
Leslie. small son of Mr. and
surgery on his lung at Kennedy
Veterans 'Hospital in Memphis, Mrs. Buton Lasalter fell victim
Tenn. Friday alter several weeks to a cold and was absent from
treatment there. Every good wish grade school in Palmersville, howprayers are -offered, that the ever he has improved and able
and
And we have a good
likeable young man will very soon to re-enter.
supply of Coal.
be restored to his former health
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mithell and
daughter Judy, Paducah. Ky. spent

BRUNDIGE -- Pure Pork
Try A Hot Sample
LB.

'SAUSAGE 49c
FOLGERS 1 lb. Can
Try A Free Cup

COFFEE 85c

Is Here To Stay
For Awhile

need HOG FEED, POULTRY
1- LLD DAIRY 1--Et..1), or CATTLE FEED, always buy Brow•der's high quality feeds.

BROWDER MILLING CO.
Incorporated

Order yours now and
make sure you do not
get caught short.

City Coal Co.

PHONE IN

Plume 51

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 201

We Have Moved
TO

Fulton, Ky.

OUR

MODERN NEW PLANT
ON HIGHWAY US-45-51 BY-PASS

WATCH FOR OUR FOIMAL OPENING
BRIM NEW WILDING - BUT THE SAME

Future Homemakers
Named In Both Local
Graduation Classes

barail "am mesa
h hut me dej vA6

40.641.",
• Wire be 101147
• One velem dean the
average roes
• flwarestsed washable
• Dries ha one hour
• Leteet onion

See our complete line of

PEPSI-COLA BO'TTLING CO.
FULTON. KENTUCKY

SWIFTS - Bali-Gallon
Try A Free Cone

Ice-Cream 69c
COLONIAL - Brown-Serve
TryA Hot Roll

ROLLS t.49c
HUMKO 75(
GLADIOLA
/14%40
UIT lOc
4someady
TALL
c
45
3.
PET

Two girls have been named
Betty Crocker Homemakers of
Tomorrow in Fulton.
They received the highest
scores in their schools on a written examination of homemaking
knowledge and attitudes taken by
graduating high school girls.
The local school winners are
Virginia Ann Page, Fulton High
School and Joan Delores Tune,
South Fulton High School.
Their examination papers now
will be entered in competition
with those of 202 other school
winners to name this state's candidate for the title of All-American Homemaker of Tomorrow
and will also be considered for
the runnerup award in the state.
For their achievement, they will
each receive an award pin designed by Trifari of New York.

all Be WWI LATE( WALL PAM,

OLD DELICIOUS FLAVOR

wallpaper

and accessories!

EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Church Street

Willi
intenden
Schools,
dent of
A.Iumi
M. 0. W
Pat M
Tenn., a
ad vice
class re
The n
Include

E. Y. Hollis, Mgr.

WINTER...

your feeding needs When you
0

and Sallie Feggens Cathay. He
had never married.
He leaves two brothers, Porter Cathey of Water Valley and
Paul Cathey of Pilot Oak; a sister, Miss Gertrude Cathey of
Water Valley; and six nieces and
nephews.
Services were held at the Whitnel Funeral Home chapel Friday
at 1 p. m. The Rev. A.. L. Mayes
officiated. Burial was in the
Bethlehem Methodist cemetery
at Pilot Oak.

Phone 35

3 LIIL CU 10c OFF

FRESH CALIF- Head

EL

Lettuce 10c
Carrots 10c,

FANCY YELLOW GOLD PKG.

Phon

McDonald Heads Murray Alumni;
Class Representatives Named

, Ky.

William Roy DcDonald, superintendent of Trigg County
Schools, has been elected president of the Murray State College
Alumi Association, according to
M. 0. Wrather, alumni secretary.
Pat Morris Gingles, Nashville,
Tenn., a 1942 graduate, was elected vice president, and sixteen
class representatives were named..
The new class representatives
Include Dentis McDaniel, Clin-

ton, 1931; Mrs. Lochie Broach
Hart, Murray, 1932; Willard
Bagwell, Union City, Tenn., 1933;
Dr. Earl Merton Wolfe, Benton,
1934; Mrs. Betty Shemwell Partee, Nashville, Tenn., 1935; Robert A. "Fats" Everett, Nashville,
Tenn., 1936; Mrs. Ella Mae Newton Querterrnous, Murray, 1940;
and Dr. Roger Lee Fuller, Mt.
Carmel, Ill., 1942.
Others include Mrs. Elizabeth

NOTICE
James Adams
Has joined

his Uncle Hubert Adams
In his business

B.

9c

ADAMS BODY SHOP
Phone 1019 On Paschall Street Near Butts Mill
He would appreciate the patronage of all
his friends.

Hot water by wire
not by fire
for Safety and
Economy

4
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ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Evans
of F'ulton are the proud parents
of a nine pound, six ounce baby
girl. Deborah Joan, born at 720
a. m., January 21, at Fulton Hospital.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Brown
of Dukedom, Route 1, are the
proud parents of a seven pound,
14 ounce baby boy, Michael Dean,
born January 21. at 3:35 a. m.,
at Fulton Hospital.
IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Jr.
of Chicago, Ill. are the proud
parents of a 7 pound, 5 ounce
baby boy, Gregory Whayne, born
Sunday morning, January 19.
This is Mr. and Mrs. Cooks first
child.
Irs A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James Baker of
Route 4, Martin, ire the proud
parents of a 7-1b., 6 or. girl born
at 12:10 a. m. January 27, at Hillview Hospital.

Install a modern

ELECTRIC
WATER HEATER
,03011=11111

9c

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Noble McFadden
of Fulton are the proud parents
of a son born January 29, at 6
o'clock at the Jones hospital, the
baby weighed 6 pounds and was
named Jimmy.
trs A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hopkins
of Water Valley are the proud
parents of a five pound, 14 ounce
baby girl, LaDonna Maureen.
born January 31th, 7:10 p. m. at
Jones Hospital.

WA TER

lc

* No flames
* No fumes

KENTUCKI

Safety ..red - olectrktellyi
You heat weir by wire ...
with no flames or Nowise is
worry about. InsteUins en
*Weak weft( itfoof4te doesn't
require lona, costly pipe runs,
either-the start of economy
that saw head in histwil with
electristelly

Hen ty ()f ,;parkiing dean
HOT WATER
armind

Four Countians
Graduate As MSC
Four students from Fulton
County are among the 74 at Murray State College who will be
given degrees at the end of the
out his corn and also hauled wood
for them. They would like to express their thanks.

first semester, the college registrar announced this week_
The first semester ends today
(Thursday) January 30th.
The four and the degrees they
have applied for are: (Bachelor
of Science in Agriculture) Carl
Fortner, Fulton; (Bachelor of
Science in Home Economics) Margaret Jane Dawes, Fulton; (Bachelor of Science) Billy H. Craddock. Hickman, and Albert F.
Rice, Jr., Hickman.

FARMERS!
!
!
Credit is available in this area through the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association to finance the purchase of tractors, cars, livestock and to
build and repair farm buildings: improve fences
and to pay for soil improvement practices. PCA has
a plan that is especially tailored for farmers and is
convenient and economical.
1. Loans are made for one to five years.
2. Payments are due when crops and livestock
are sold.
3. Interest is figured only on the number of days
the money is used.

PCA also makes loans to buy fertilizer, seed, fuel
and for other operating expenses.
More and more good farmers are using the Production Credit plan to finance their operations.
For a dependable convenient loan that will save
you money see the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association for your needs.

AUGUST 1801—GREAT REVIVAL MEETING, CANE RIDGE
One of the greatest religious revivals ever held in
Kentucky was the 1801 camp meeting of the old
Shaker sect. It lasted seven days and was attended
by 30,000 people, who came from all over Kentucky
and Ohio. The camp meeting took place at old Cane
Ridge near Paris. Roads were blocked for miles
around with wagons and buggies. Seven ministers
preached, and some 3,000 persons were converted to
Shakerism.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of bear.
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
cur residents. The sale of this light, bright beverage of
moderation under orderly conditions is an important
objective of the United States Brewers Foundation.
Our continuing educational program helps beer retailers maintain their high standards.

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Representative
Craddock Building
Clinton, Kentucky

e‘at /IS

KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
1 523 Floybum Betiding, Lewisville, Kentucky

John P. Wilson
Field Representative
206 Clinton Street
Hickman, Kentucky

ore Comfort

* No hot surfcices
* No long costly
pipe runs that
waste heat
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5. No Co-signer is required.
6. All capital stock is owned by local farmers.
7. Credit life insurance is available that will pay
loan in case of death or accidental loss of eye
or limb.

444, 01Prriol

ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oriswen of Water Valley are the proud
parents of an eight pound. six
ounce baby girl, Cytha Dee, born
January 31 at 9:15 a. m. at Fulton Hospital.

0.

4. There is an adequate supply of money at all
times.

IT HAPPENED IN

.,*I"4.7'

ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs Bobby Hargis of
Calvert City, are the proud parents of an eight pound three
ounce baby girl born January 30,
at 7:53 o'clock at the Murray
Hospital. The baby was named
Less Lenora. Mrs. Margie is the
former Eleanor King daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. King of
Fulton.

,
AC,
46

)C

NEW
-.11 ARRIVAL
DEPT.

EX-SF.RVICILIMION'S REP.
B. D. Nisbet, a Contact Repre- • PLEASANT VIEW
sentative of the Kentucky DisablMrs. George Elliott •
ed Ex-Service Men's Huard will
be present on Friday, Feb. 14 at, The W.
M. U. of Pleasant View
the American Legion Hall in Ful- met Saturday
afternoon in the
ton to assist veterans and their home of
Mrs. Alic King. Eight
dependents with claims for bene- members
were present and a very
fits due them as a result of their inspiring
meeting was held. After
military service.
the program and business session
He will be present from 9.00 a. the hostess
served delicious rem. until 3:00 p. m.
freshments to the following: Mrs.
Pearl Clement, Martha Thomas,
IT'S A GIRL
Sara Wall, Magdeline Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. Rtil,)h
Margaret Halt, Ernestine
of Louisville are the proud. par- Doughty, Fannie Elliott. The
ents of a daughter, Kathryn March meeting will be an all-day
Marita, born Feb. 1 t the St. affair in the home of Martha
Joseph Hospital. The pre-mature Thomas.
baby weighed two pou:Kis. two
and one-half ounces and will - Mrs. Agnes Wilkinson underhave to remain in an incubator went surgery Saturday at the
for some time. The mother and Hillview Hospital. Mrs. Calvin Thomas is improvbaby are doing fine.
Mrs. Hollinger i3 the daughter ing nicely after major surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Treat Doughty
of Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra of
and children were supper guests
Fulton.
Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie
B. Carr.
IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Morrison of
Mr. and Mrs. Colley Graves of
Fulton are the proud parents of Memphis visited relatives here
an 8 lb. 4 oz. daughter, Shelia over the weekend.
Carol, born at 2:45 p. m. FebruMrs. Richard Carter is sufferary 5 at Jones Hospital.
ing with a severe sore throat.
Madge McNatt isn't so well at
IT'S A GIRL
.
this writing. I also spent 8 days
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bynum of
In the Hillview hospital with
Fulton are the proud parents of
virus.
a 7 lb. 1434 oz. daughter, born at
Jones Hospital Feb. 8, at 8:27
The men in the community
p. m. She has been named Debra met at the home of Charley BowJo.
en Monday morning and gather

IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James Markle of
Hickman, Route 4. are the proud
parents of a six pound, 12 ounce
baby girl, Teresa Ann, born
January 28 at 6 a. m.. at Fulton
Hospital
IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Thomas of
Murray are the proud parents of
an eight pound, three ounce baby
girl, Cynthia Lane, born Jan. 24.
Mr. Thomas is the son of Mrs.
Laverne Thomas of Detroit and
formerly of Fulton.

than the best of the Low-Price 3—for
vow

oot% mmermesk

r

Irs A GIRL
Mr and Mrs. Bobby Lowe of
Fulton are the proud parents of
a seven pound fourteen ounce
baby girl born February 4, at 5:09
p. m. at the Jones hospital
Named Rese &Eyrie.
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is real convenience! just set the temTHIS
perature ones—and clean hot water is
yours automatically any time of the day
or night. And with the right size water
beater for your family, you're assured of
having plenty of hot water for every need

Rhea Finney Hart, Murray, 1944;
James Madison Lassiter, Murray,
1946; Basil Eugene Smith, Dyersburg, Tenn.,
Dorse R. O'Dell,
Benton, 1949; Gene R. Kelly,
Bowling Green, 1950; Mrs. Janie
Bloorningburg Mofield, New York
City, 1952; Dan Shipley, Murray,
1954, and Miss Ann C. Rhodes,
Tallahassee, Fla., 1956
The new officers will be installed at the Murray State Alumi
banquet in June.

... hot water service around the clock!
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USED CARS

Live Better . • .
Electrically
uvs sorra

Get FULL HOUSEPOWER for
Bost Appliance Performance

•• v.
-.•••

.
.1111t0.-

Mak* sure your wonderful electrical appliances pay
off in top performance. See us or your electrician for
a free HOUSEPOWER rating.

1951
811
1951
1950
1955

Oldsmobile, Super
Buick Standard
Ford Custom
Ford Custom

Adams Body
Shop

Your money buys reel big-time comfort in this one!
Get the Chieftain's road-leveling 122' wheelbase...
man-size, stretch-out interior room ... a solid,

hefty car through and through! And color-matched,
fully carpeted interiors are standard! Why buy a
car with a low-price name? Get a Pontiac for less!

BIG BOLD PONTIAC
Ulf YOUR LOCAL AUTHOR1ZB) PONTIAC DEALER

KENTUCKY UTIUTIES COMPANY

PHONE 1019
Paschall Shoot

KING MOTOR COMPANY
Lake Street

_

Fulton, Ky.

NOTEBOOK—
Continued /roes

with a headline that told the
whole story in just a few words.
Page One
reads .....my subconscious head." He wrote: "He shot the girl he
She didn't hesitate to call, me into was engaged to's brother."
the studio and have in* say that
FOR RENT—Four rooms and it was
That's met
wrong. I did.
bath downstairs apartment all
private. Mrs. Glenn Walker.
As If we didn't hear from
Phone 1722.
another precinct down Hickman
was driving a Ronco
way. Joy Stokes pointed out to
me that a story in the paper last Co. truck out of Memphis, was
not injured. Neither was Mr. Hyweek said: "Stokes to Whipple"
NEW LOCATION
in regard to the sale of the New- land, driver of the automobile.
Two ambulances took the inton Oil Company and Stokes and
Whipple Chevrolet. It should jured children to a hospital.
have been of course . .. "Whipple State Trooper Lawrence Grissom
RCA and ZENITP
is investigating the accident.
to Stokes."
TELEVISION

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
ALL KINDS 01P KEYS made FOR SALE—One pair match
while you wait. Forrester's
mares and oae good work mule.
C. N. Burnette, Route four.
Shoe Shop, Mit Main.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
expert rebuilding, reconditioning, etc. Timm's Furniture
Company, Union City, Tenn.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
FOR THE BEST Dere tin Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey
Caklwell
Ca.;
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
VALVES—Two pair nylon sox
79c. Dozen mens handkerchiefs
$1.00. Ball pens 25c. Overcoats
at $23.75 to $27.95. The Edwards
Store, Mayfield, Ky.

For The

FREE PARKING!

BEST

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

and

ACCIDENT—

CLEANEST

Across From
Coca-Cola Plant

Sales • • • Service

USED FURNITURE

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Tape Recorders
Geiger Counters,
Metal dectectors

buy it at

Antenna installation

This Week's SPECIALS

EXCHANGE

WOOLENS-45" & 60"
Furnitui:e Company
Reg. 2.49 & .3.49 only $1,50
COTTONS-3 yds. for $1
CHINTZ & DENIMS
Church Street
Fulton
50c yd.
THUR. — FRI — SAT.

Fulton Fabric Shop

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that
the money.

use

and service

HOME Furnishings-9x12-12x12
—12x15 rugs $5.50 and up, Dining table and chairs $14.95 and
up at Wade's Used Furniture
Store. Trade with Wade and
Save. 112 Main Street. Phone
478.

HI-TI Service

STOP stalling around in that old
jalopy! Drive in for a trade.
Atkins Motor Sales.

Burnette Tractor Company

FOR YOUR better dress shoes
with spike heels, bring them
to us for safe repair. Special
new machine designed exclusively for this type of heel repair
at Forrester's Shoe Shop, Fulton.

JOHN DEERE DAY
Tuesday,February 25 at 9:30 A. M.
At the Fulion

Theatre

See our announcement next

Union City

SPECIAL At Wade's— Speed
Queen washer used less .than
one year, Norge refrigerator
excellent echdition, Gas cook
stove extra good at Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street Phone 478.

FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

ATKINS, FIOLMAN
AND FIELDS

.List your
Farm and town Property
with the
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.

I

cordially invites you to attend

AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
Phone 5
and will appreciate the oppor- 203 Main St.
tunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
HI-Fl headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-Fi latest hit
TOO GOOD to be true! Price on
tunes, LP and EP albums.
used cars will amaze you. AtWade TV, 206 Main Street,
kins Motor Sales.
Fulton.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1555
Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail ordersi—Snecial orders

FOR SALE—Ten Acres, five room
house, tile well on porch. On
highway 22 five miles east of
Martin, Tenhessee. Electricity.
Phone: 75411, Martin, Friday
night through Saturday.
JUST ARRIVED: Large selection
of 2-year-old field-grown rose
bushes, 69c. Ben Franklin, Lake
Street, Fulton.
MOTORCYCLES• new and used.
Barney Comer, 405 Ferry
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.

WELLS DRILLED for industry MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and homes Modern equiprnent,
and automatic models, $139.95
experienced workmen. Write
and up. Sales and service.
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Fulton, Ky.

week

HAVE YOU heard the latest?
Big bargain sale going on right
now! Atkins Motor Sales.
WE RE-STYLE your old shoes
with new heels; you'll like our
work. Forrester's Shoe Shop,
Fulton.
BARGAINS—Bed springs $3.00
to $10.00, Extra Dining Chairs
both new and used, Chest of
drawers and -idd dressers at
Wade's Used Furntiure Store.
Trade with Wade and Save
112 Main Street. Phone 478.
WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLP001
COMBINATION WASHXR
AND DRYER
RANGES, RaFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDMONERS

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

DON'T MOVE WIIIROUT
CALLING COLLECT

sss FuvrotKY. ;129 MAYFIELD, KY.

TRAM:•NOW
GILLUM

H&M
TELEVISION
Why not let your clothe.; tine he our telephone line. Maims
Dad shine by stepping oat in a shirt processed by Parisiaa.
You may be surprised at bow cheaply they can be done. We
have four types of Laundry Services to tneet individual requirements and gadgets.
Call us today be discuss your
Laundry needs.

Parisian
Member of American Institute of Laundering and National
Institute of Dry Cleaning

r

Fulton.

NICE TWO BEDROOM
HOME, On Thedford Street,
close to town, convenient to
Hillview Hospital, on extra
large lot, nice garden spot, dog
pen. This home is in good repair and gas stove and venetian blinds are included in
sales price of $3600.00. IF
YOU HAVE BEEN LOOKING
FOR A SMALL PLACE IN
THIS PRICE RANGE, DON'T
FAIL TO LOOK THIS OVER.
IMMEDIATE POSSFASIQN.

Ky.

tha NEW SUPER BORIZONTAL CRASSIS that
ammo MORE OPERATING DEPENDABILITY and
LESS TV SERVICE HEADACHES is Italy else reason
why we snake this

*

NEW 11NTVf
1 9 58

ON TAYLOR STREET, In
South Fulton, the H. W. Ruddle home, completely remodeled, Electric stove and TV Antenna are included in sales
price of $5,000.00. This is priced to sell and is a good buy.

* *
We Challenge *-

T

IN HIGHLANDS ADDMON,
Practically new two bedroom
home, extra large living room,
plenty of closets, central heat.
$1700.00 down and payments
of only $63.00 per month which
includes insurance and taxes.
This has a G. I. 04% loan that
is transferable to anybody.
Vacant and ready.

BRILLIANT

Count with

_

Others Costing

i
+

SS Morel

*

40115I.
:•,Zoil:i=
'
rv:rn;

IN COUNTRY CLUB COURTS
Nice brick home, one of finest
that we have ever had the
privilege to offer. Has to be
seen to be appreciated. LET
ME SHOW YOU THIS FINE
HOME AT YOUR CONVENIENCE, NIGHT OR DAY.

$100
UP TO

TRADFAN1.424
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121 ACRE FARM, modern
home, 6 miles from Fulton,
East of Water Valley, Kentucky. Immediate possession. Good
bottom land, 20 acres conservation reserve, 35 acre crop
base. Fences are bad. Priced
for sale at $9500.00.
ONE LARGE HOME FOR
RENT, on Jackson Street,
suitable for two families.,
$55.00 per month (Gas Heat)

Agency

Roper Television Service

INSURANCE FOR LESS-REAL ESTATE

306 Main Street

Fulton

Phone 307

You cam sell your Eggs for
60c dozen the year round !
•

Confad us immediately for details
—•
HATCHING EGG CONTRACTS
AVAILABLE FOR MARCH,
APRIL, MAY AND JUNE
PLACEMENT.

Did you know that your old battery
in the tool shed is worth money to
you? Also we buy lead, copper, brass
and other metal.
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ON MAIDEN STREET, Two
apartments, separate and complete with own heating system.
Good buy in rental property
in nice section of town. Presently rented for $60.00 per
month. $5150.00.

Wick Smith

CHEVROLET, INC.
Fulton, Ky.

Fourth Street

FOR SALE

Any farmer interested in growing early tomatoes may contact
the directors, C:_unty agent or
W. P. Burnette of the Chamber
of Commerce in Fulton.

FROM '46 THROUGH '58
Except '56 models
Taylor Chevrolet guarantees today to have as many
as one, maybe four, of each of the above models.
See Harold Ross, Ellis Heathcott or Dan Taylor.
TAYLOR

WILSON and SENSING

Laundry and Cleaners
Phone 14

262 Lake St.

Reminds me IOU* classic story
around the city room of the cub
reporter who was asked to write
a headline about a shooting and
she was admonished to come up

A meeting was held February
3, for the farmers who gre
early tomatoes last year.
The reorganized group elected
Ode Mullins, President and Homer Weatherspoon, Secretary. Directors from - Fulton County areAlbert Moss and Harold Rice.

USED CARS

KING TELEVISION
Phone 613,

WANT TO BUY: Oak, Poplar,
White Ash, Walnut, Gum and
Beech standing timber. Highest
prices paid. Write the Southern
Star Lumber Company or phone
Elgin 2-3344, McKenzie, ,Tennessee.

Ohio' Weakley Nat'l Faro Loan Ass's
A. C. Fields. Sec-Trees
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

It was a mess. I believe that I
could have done better if I had
gotten a shovel, picked up all the
type, and just 4likenped it into the
forms. The make•up couldn't
have been much worse.

Early Tomato* Growers
Re-Organises Its Group

SOUTHERN
FULTON
South

Fulton

STATES

COOPERATIVE
201 Central Ave.
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